Abstract.
1. Introduction. Integral transforms whose kernels are functions associated with the fundamental solutions of heat equations of various forms have been studied extensively. The author has investigated, in particular, transforms related to the generalized, the Laguerre differential, and the Laguerre difference heat equations, deriving results parallel to those for the classical heat equation developed primarily by D. V. Widder.
Continuing the project initiated in a previous work, the author seeks an inversion and representation theory for the dual Weierstrass-Laguerre transform analogous to that developed for the Weierstrass transform [8] , the Weierstrass-Hankel transform [1] , and the Weierstrass-Laguerre transform [4] . The Laguerre differential heat equation is defined by (2.8) Vxu(x,t) = ^u(x,t).
We denote by // the class of all C2 solutions of (2.8) and refer to a member of H as a dual Laguerre temperature. The fundamental solution of (2.8) is the function (2.9) ga(x,t)= E e-'L-tix), t>0.
As in [5] , we obtain the associated fundamental solution basic to our theory by introducing the function where Ja(z) = 2aY(a + L)z~aIa(z), Ia(z) being the Bessel function of imaginary argument of order a. On appealing to (2.11) and using a straightforward induction argument, we establish that the function associated with the monomial x" is ,.00
Associated functions satisfy the following readily established properties:
Vv + 2y-^jfix,-y). As was established in [5] , the dual Poisson-Laguerre tranforms (2.17) and (2.18) represent, within the regions of convergence of the integrals, dual Laguerre temperatures; in the case of (2.17), with initial temperature u(x, 0+) = <¡>(x). The dual Weierstrass-Laguerre transforms (2.19) and (2.20) may thus be interpreted as dual Laguerre temperatures at constant time t = 1. For (2.19), the particular choice of the constant, however, results in no loss of generality, since in replacing x by x(e' -L)/(e -1) and y by y(e'+l -e)/(e'+1 -e'), we note that the transform 3. Properties of the kernel ga(x, y; t). From its explicit representation (2.14) it is clear that the associated function ga(x, y; t) is defined for all real values of the variables x, y and, in particular, we have A related result, proved by using the formulation (3.1) for the kernel function and evaluating the resulting integral, is the following. Theorem 3.2. ForO < tx < t2, J/-00 , .
BÂ-X, z; tx)gai-z, y; t2)ie~»)a ex + zdAaiz) = ga(x, y; t2 -tx). which, by (2.14), is the right-hand side of (3.6).
By inversion of the series representation (2.14), or by direct evaluation of the integral, we have that
On the other hand, a straightforward computation of the integral involved yields the equation
e"'La"ix)= e-«a + 1)e*+ygai-x,y;t)L"ni-y)dAaiy),
for, using (3.1), we note that the right-hand side of (3.8) is
With a change of variable, this becomes
an integral given in 8.9(5) of [7] . Simplifying the result of the computation, we obtain the left side of (3.8).
4. Formal considerations. One of our primary goals is the determination of an inversion operator for the dual Weierstrass-Laguerre transform. To this end, we seek, formally, to derive such an operator.
We know that, within the region of convergence of the integral, the dual Poisson-Laguerre transform J/. Taking note of (4.3), we derive from (4.4) for t = 1, treating Vx as a number, (4.5) e-^fix) = Hx)
as the inversion formula for the dual Weierstrass-Laguerre transform (4.2).
Our object, thus, is to obtain a reasonable definition for the operator e" v\ To this end, we proceed, formally, by setting » Í-ÍT7 ^k (4.6) e~'^ = £ (-tvky *«o *! Appealing to (4.6) and taking note of (2.6), we have CO / . \ A (4.7) e-^Liix) = I ^^W = e">L""ix).
so that, referring to (2.1) and (2.3), we have J/.00 Jf OO ga(x, z;l -t)<¡>(z) dAa(z) = <¡>(x). o where we have invoked, respectively, (4.13) and (3.6), and have used, in the last step, the fundamental inversion theorem for the dual Poisson-Laguerre transform referred to in the second paragraph of this section.
The formal computation thus yields the inversion formula to be rigorously established. = r YtW~,){a+1)^ygÂ-x,yA -t)f(-y)\dAa(y)
where differentiation under the integral sign is valid provided that the final integral converges uniformly for0<x</?,5<r<l-6 with 0 < S < 1. That this is so is a consequence of the fact that for 0 < x < R, S < t < 1 -8, using (3.1), (3.4), and the fact that \<f(z)\ < 1, we have t~ e-{l'lXa+l)exl / -"H^,)ia + l)e'+>ga(-x, y;l -t)f(-y)
(e'-'-l)2 r"(-x, v;l -,)
Ry(e1-e + l)e1-s , \f(-y)\d\a(y).
The dominant integral is independent of x and / and converges. Hence the result follows.
6. Inversion. We shall need, in our development, the fundamental inversion theorem for the dual Poisson-Laguerre transform referred to earlier, established in [5] , and stated fully as follows. • ¿ jf°° e-^e*+yga(-x, y; t)ga(-y, z; 1) dAa(y)
Appealing to (3.6), we find that e-'^f(x) = -ß(0 + )ga(x; 1 -0 -f ß(z)^-ga(x, z; 1 -t) dz. The result then follows on applying the fundamental inversion Theorem 6.1.
7. Representation. We seek to characterize those functions which may be represented by dual Weierstrass-Laguerre transforms of increasing functions. To this end, we shall need to invoke the following basic theorem established in [5] . Theorem 7.1. A necessary and sufficient condition that /•OO (7.1) uix,t)= gaix,y;t)dßiy), 0 < x < oo, •'o with ßiy)1 and the integral converging for 0 < t < c for some real number c is that u(x, t) be a nonnegative dual Laguerre temperature.
Our principal result may now be proved. Theorem 7.2. Let f be a function defined for 0 < x < oo and satisfying the inequality (7. 2) e-'^fix) > 0, and let its associated function f(x, -y) satisfy the conditions By definition (4.10) and condition (7. 3), we note that u(x, t) is well defined. Since u(x, t) is nonnegative by (7. 2) and belongs to class H by Theorem 5.1, it satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 7.1 and we have that ,•00 (7.7) uix,t)=f gaix,yt)dßiy), ß(y)l. Now, using (4.10), we have /•OO (7.8) uix,t) = e-<l-'*a + "e* e?fi-y)gai-x, y,l -t) dA.iy).
It then follows that (7.9)
Vxuix, t) = e-<i-<>e-i) f eyfi-y)vxe*gai-x, y;\ -t) dAaiy)
•In e-(1"Ka + 1)ex r eJi-y) vxga(-*, y,l -t) + 2x^Sa(-x,y,l -0 dAaiy) + ia + l)gai-x,y,l-t)\ = e-O-'X«*1)**/00 e>f(-y)\-V,gmi-x, y,l-t)
where the validity of the differentiation under the integral sign is established as in We note from (7.8) and (7.11) that u(0, t) = v(0, t). It follows from (7.10) and (7. Proof. We have that e-'^fix) = C-««+1>e*T eyfi-y)gai-x, y; t) dAaiy) /•OO /«OO = e-«« + 1W gi-x,y;t)dAaiy) gi~y,z;\) dßiz).
Jo Jo
The integrated integral is dominated by Kix, t) fX exp(-^-+ -JL^)yadyr gaiz\ 1) dßiz) < oo,
•'o \ e -1 e -i ; Jq so that Fubini's theorem is applicable and we may interchange the order of integration. We then have ,00
,00
e-'^fix) -e-'<*+1>e*/ dßiz) e>gai-x, y t)gai-y,z; 1) dAaiy).
On appealing to (3.6), we find that J,oo ga(x, z,l -t) dßiz).
0
Since our kernel is nonnegative and ß(z)|, the result follows. The derivation of suitably sensitive estimates for d(x, -y, z) is indicated for attempting to resolve the question of the necessity of conditions (7. 3) and (7.4). x"= i-e')"pn.Á-ze,,t)gaix,z;t)dAaiz).
Replacing x by -xe', making the substitution z = ye~', and noticing that gai-xe', ye-; t) = ex+^'gai-x, y; t), we have (8.8) i-xe')n = i-e'yf e'+^*g.(nf, * Oa,^. t)-f^.dAa(y).
Jo ie')
The inversion is established on letting t -» 1". Each of the previous examples serves to illustrate the representation theorem as well.
For the function ga(x; a), a > 0, we have that (8.9) *"'***.(*; «) = g«(x; a -t), o<t<\, >o.
Moreover, since *.<*.-,;* >-(^r%(-^^(^r) and 9 / x ga(x,-y;a) x , .
-g^x,-^; a) = ^^-7-~iÄ»+^*' ~y> a>' it follows that (8.10) gaix^y-a) = oiey^-1)), y -* oo, (8.11) jy-gaix,-y;a) = Oiey^-V), y -» oo.
The conditions of Theorem 7.1 are met and the conclusion holds with the representation (8.2).
For the Laguerre heat polynomials we have that (8. 12) e-'^pnJx;l)=PnJx;l-t), 0 < t < 1, >0.
Moreover, for the associated functions, we have, on appealing to (8.4) and (2.15), 
